
seen   Nikk Martin
styled   Arkadiusz Swieton

Creative,
Thoughtful,
Inspiring,
Invaluable;

talent  Eva Padberg [Munich Models]

fashion coordination  Flora Taubner
makeup & hair  Zora Thomas

photographers assistant I  Aaron Deppe 
photographers assistant II  Leon Grunau

Soft,Hard,Sexy,Sustainable;

Open-minded,
Clothes-minded,

Timeless,
Infinite;
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a fashion hero is







Hannah Rose Prendergastwritten & interview 

                „There are no heroes in the form of a  
single designer, a single label. If there are 
heroes, it is every individual who wears,  
values, and communicates fashion in a re- 
sponsible and reasonable way.”
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                  via internet forums  
to reconcile their feelings with a 
“visual aesthetic that is appealing 
to the eyes of non-fetishists.” 
Six outfits, adapted from the prefe-
rences of mohair, virgin wool, and  
alpaca, feature metal rings, coarse 
textures, and exaggerated proport- 
ions that speak to the elements of 
BDSM. Whether an enthusiast, like 
Wieser, or a fetishist, wool is more 
than just fabric; it’s a fiber of being.

Wool excites the wearer with its thermo-
regulating, dirt-repellant, and skin-friendly  
properties, and Wollust is no exception. 
Wieser’s BA collection boasts “Light knits, 
densely worked cable knits, body-hugging 
as well as oversized pieces with lacing,  
cutouts on different body parts and trans-
parent surfaces.” The pieces are made fully 
fashioned, knitted by hand or on a flatbed 
knitting machine, for the intimate creation 
of “a strong erotic character.“ Careful not 
to kink shame, Wieser’s research involved 
interviewing wool fetishists or ‘woollies’

         Designer Helena Wieser focuses 
her practice on the art of knitting in all 
forms and variations to create sculptural  
and voluminous silhouettes. 
In 2018, she produced the collection, 
1/1 Rippe, entirely from textile waste  
and continues integrating environmental 
awareness into her craft today. Despite 
the ethical concerns of wool farming, it 
is still a natural fiber that is compostable,  
which Wieser advocates over chemical 
fibers made from non-renewable raw 
materials.

Flora Taubner’s Value is an eye-opening endeavor that taps 
into creative instinct through the industrialization of simple  
and sustainable techniques made to measure the usefulness 
of clothing. Initially based around a ready-made or found  
object, each of the ten looks categorizes a contrasting pair 
(e.g., Authenticity: real - fake). 

Taubner describes each outfit as a “thought sculpture that 
points to a grievance in the fashion world,” equipt with their 
own mood and mirroring effect. Everyone has a unique system  
of assigning value, which leads her to favor an individualized 
approach to sustainability in design.

Through targeting social conventions and cliches, the goal 
is to reconsider what enhances and diminishes the value of 
clothing. 
For Taubner, addressing industry shortcomings in a sensuous 
manner is not the job of advertisements or influencers; it is 
the job of art. As she sees it, the designer‘s undertaking is to
“stimulate people with beauty in a practical sense.” She asks 
herself: “How can I work sustainably and locally so that I do 
not lose sight of myself, my customers, and my values?” The
answer: a style consultation service called Garderobe Neuge-
dacht (Wardrobe Rethought) – a most worthy cause. 

“Boundaries exist everywhere in our daily life,” and even 
when they are invisible to the human mind, they can still exist  
in thought. Stereotypes, for example, live in the absence of 
critical thought, and Jey Yang seeks to destroy them by ex-
ploring boundaries in the realm of design.
As a Korean living in Germany, Yang often encounters unfamiliar  
spaces and objects that provide him with fresh design per-
spectives. In Grenzenlose Grenze (Limitless Borders), he  
focuses his re-imagining on what the object reminds him of 
and its relationship to light space. 
Yang describes the theme of his collection as “a boundary 
where the boundary has disappeared” by destroying, distort- 

ing, moving, or extending its lines visually or conceptually to 
create a new, unexpected frontier. Experimental ensembles 
that trace the outlines of the clothing and the body express 
technical skill and confusion through pattern construction, 
digital printing, translucent fabrics, and color contrast.
Grenzenlose Grenze tests Yang’s limits by employing a more 
challenging method than normal. Going according to plan 
was not an option, and while he admits, “It was a bit im-
provised and risky,” it yielded some serendipitous results. 
It is precisely by pushing the boundaries that Yang plans to 
implement sustainability in the future, and with his brand 
Neue Nuet (New Neutrality), the possibilities are endless.

Helena Wieser 
Fashion & Textile Design

Wollust, BA Grad Collection, 2020/21

Flora Taubner
Conceptual Fashion Design

Value, MA Grad Collection, 2021

Jey Yang
Conceptual Fashion Design
Grenzenlose Grenze, MA Grad Collection, SS 2021
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061  full look Flora Taubner

062  full look Flora Taubner

063  full look Flora Taubner     ring Akind

064-065  balaclava & pants Helena Wieser     shirt Jungeun Yang     
shoes Ninamounah     bag Alexander McQueen

068   shirt & pants Jungeun Yang     pullover Helmut Lang     
earrings Akind     shoes UGG     bag Liebeskind

069  full look Flora Taubner 

070  full look Flora Taubner     shoes Balenciaga     
necklace Tiffany & Co.

071  dress Helena Wieser     shoes Loewe

072  overall & skirt Jungeun Yang     top & gloves Helena Wieser     
glasses Mykita     shoes UGG

credits
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